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1)
2)
3)

Section - A is CompulsQry.
Attempt any Four questions from Section - B.
Attempt any Two questions from Section - C.
..

Section - A

= 20)

(TO x 2

Ql)
a)

Enumerate advantages of state variable representation of systems.

b)

If 1.F. has pole-zero cancellation, comment on its controllability and
oDservability.

c)

A system is described by state equation of the form

.

Xl =X2
X2

d)

=- 3Xl -

2X2

obtain its eigen values.

A state variable model is known with A,b & c -'matrices related as

x = A x(t) + b u (t) : SE
~

y = CTx(t)
yes)

: OE
I

?

Wh~t is its 1.F. = U (s) I ic=O

e)

Define singular points and give their types for stability analysis.

f)

Name some salient features exhibited by nonlinear systems but not shown
by Linear Control systems.

g)

Define D.Function and give its value for an ideal relay with x as input and
y as output of the relay.
.
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h)

Name some formalised methods for generation ofLiapunov function for
a nonlinear system.

i)

Iff(t)= exp (-at), what is its Laplace and z-transforms?

j)

.

How is RH-criterion extended to discrete- time systems - discuss.
Section - B
(4 x 5

Q2) An autonomous system i~ described by,state equation x(t)=Ax(t).
solution and indicate STM involved in the solution.

= 20)

Give its

Q3) Define controllability and observabilityof system. Why are conditions of
controllability& observability satisfied for system optimization?A system is
described by SE and OE of the form

.

=
{ X2 =
Xl

Xl

+ X2

- 2x 1- x 2 +u

and y = Xl' Is the given system controllable and oQservable?

Q4) Define phase portraIt. Enumerate methods used for obtaining phase portrait

-of a nonlinear

system of second order. Also mention drawback of this method.

Q5}. Define describing function gain and give limitations ofDF-method of analysis.
Determine stability of the system shown in fig 1.
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Fig.l: A nonlinear control system

Q6) What is meant by direct method of Liapunov? How is it applicable to ch~ck
stability of a linear time-invariant control system - discuss. Check positive
definitenes'sof the following Liapunov functions:
V I (x ) = XI2 + x 22 +.x 32
V2

(x) = 4xl2+ x/

V3'(x) = .x/ - x/.

Section

-C
(2 x 10
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Q7) Define z-transform off(t).What are steps involved in obtaining z-transfonn
of a time continuous functionj(t)? If/(t) = e-Wsin~t, obtain F (z).
Also discuss advantages and ~isadvantages ofz-transform.
Q8) Define stability of a sampled data control system. Enumerate various methods
used for checking stability of a sampled data control system and discuss

one of such methods.

'

A linear sampled data control system it;;characterised by
F (z) = Z3+
Z2+ Z + 1 = o. Check its stability. Use .any method you like.
.
,

Q9) Write short notes on :
(a) State variable formulation of a Discrete-time sy-stem.
(b) On reeonstruction of sample.d signals.

